Since the 19 th century, the analysis of planning and execution of battles, tactics and strategies in Castile-Leon during the High Middle Ages had been in the hands of professional militia and was strongly influenced by positivist assumptions. Starting in the 1970s, the gradual extension of major historiographical currents -mainly Annales and Marxism-which were highly focused on socio-economic aspects, at Spanish universities, along with certain political prejudices existing at that time, kept these topics on the periphery of professional medievalism interests. Only starting in the mid-'90s would a renewal in these fields begin to come about, with influences from English-speaking and French historiography, which has made it possible to bring this subject into the academic mainstream at the present time. 
caPItalIa Verba
Bellum mediaevale, Res militares, Strategiae, Castella et Legio, Centralis Mediun Aevum, Status quaestionis. 1 An analysis of the historical evolution of the Christian kingdoms on the Peninsula during the Middle Ages highlights a reality that is hard to deny: in all of them, war had become an innate element of society, which had to adapt its structures, means of organisation and relational mechanisms to the constant demands of omnipresent military conflict. This panorama is so wide-spread amongst scholars that it is now commonplace to assert that medieval Iberian societies were 'societies organised for war', to use the highly successful expression coined by Elena Lourie in 1966 to refer to the Hispanic world.
A society organised for war
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Of course, this consideration could also be extended to the entire medieval period of peninsular history and to all its kingdoms, but there is no doubt that the frequency, intensity and relevance of the armed conflicts did not remain steady throughout the entire period, nor were all the societies on the peninsula equally affected or dependent on the 'phenomenon of war' to the same extent. In this regard, it can be asserted that Castile-Leon -taken either as a unified kingdom or as two distinct political entities-experienced events between the 11 th and 13 th centuries that make it a particularly interesting and exceptional subject of study for the analysis of war and of the historiography that has developed in recent decades regarding this phenomenon. However, it cannot be ignored that the other Christian kingdoms on the peninsula also experienced similar historical circumstances and that many of the historiographical trends discussed in this paper, referring specifically to Leon and Castile, could also be applied, with certain clarifications, to those other entities.
militaire,
4 but in the context dealt with here, one can see that, in addition to a level of conflict comparable with that of the rest of the West -wars between kingdoms or monarchies, dynastic disputes, clashes between monarchy and nobility or amongst members of the nobility-there was a specific type of conflict that makes the bellicosity of medieval Iberian societies as a whole distinct from those of the rest of Europe: the war against Islam.
For some time now, historians have been highlighting the notion that the ongoing conflict with the Muslims had a profound effect on the features of these communities. The influence of war and military expansion at the expense of the Islamic community on the peninsula, on every aspect of their lives, has been pointed out repeatedly: in the political organisation of the kingdoms and the creation of strong monarchies through leadership that was belligerent to the Muslims; in the classic feudal institutions, whose growth was stunted precisely by the power that the kings held as a result of their central position in war and in the military organisation of the kingdoms; in the creation of the noble elite, who found, in the fight against the Muslims, a way of life and a purpose that justified their dominance; in the creation of a highly permeable society thanks to the possibilities for moving up in rank and the changes caused by border conflict; in economic structures and activities, the development of which was closely associated with the gains and losses resulting from war activities; in the creation of a unique mentality, ideology and religious sensitivity that not only converted armed anti-Islamic conflict into a form of piety, but also acted as the foundation for historical, legal and sanctified grounds -the ideology of the Reconquista-to justify the destruction of Muslim political powers on the Iberian Peninsula. In this regard, although numerous authors and titles could be listed, for merely illustrative purposes, it would suffice to recall how Sánchez Albornoz, in the mid-20 th century, did not hesitate to identify the creation of an alleged Hispanic essentiality, which of the homo hispanicus, based precisely on la acción de la multisecular pugna con el Islam. 5 Disregarding Albornoz's 'essentialism', it is indeed true that war in medieval Hispania arises constantly as an essential feature in understanding its historical realities. In fact, twenty years after the great historian from Avila so emphatically stressed las proyecciones históricas de esa larga y compleja empresa [la guerra contra los musulmanes] en la cristalización de muy variadas facies de vivir hispano, 6 Angus Mackay would return to the same idea, this time highlighting the extraordinary influence that the frontiers with Al-Andalus would have in the configuration of the peninsular societies:
4. "entirely dominated by the military concept". Duby, George. "Guerre et Société dans l'Europe féodale: Ordonnancement de la Paix", Concetto, Storia, Miti e Immagini del Medio Evo, Vittore Branca, ed. Florence: Sansoni Editori, 1973: 449. 5 . "action of the centuries-old struggle against Islam". Sánchez Albornoz, Claudio. España, un enigma histórico. Barcelona: Edhasa, 1991: 1263 (The first edition dates back to 1956). 6. "the impact on history of that long and complex enterprise [the war against the Muslims] in the crystallisation of a wide variety of facets of the Hispanic experience". Sánchez Albornoz, Claudio. España, un enigma histórico...: 725. [he asserted in 1977] se explican en términos de la experiencia fronteriza y la dureza de una empresa, la reconquista, que había conseguido casi la totalidad de sus objetivos a finales del siglo XIII... La existencia de una frontera militar permanente significaba, virtualmente, que la España medieval era una sociedad organizada para la Guerra... 7 No medievalist has failed to see that the Reconquista, understood in the aseptic and neutral sense, as the territorial expansion of the Christian peninsular kingdoms to the detriment of Al-Andalus or, as Antonio Ubieto put it, the ocupación violenta de tierras pobladas por gentes musulmanas, tras una acción military, 8 usually represents the necessary first stage of a series of transcendental and irreversible changes to which the conquered societies and territories would be subject in the course of their integration into the political, socio-economic and cultural structure of the conquerors. 
Muchos de los rasgos peculiares del desarrollo histórico ibérico
Reasons for historiographical exclusion
However, despite the objective importance of the military concept in the development of medieval Iberian kingdoms, the fact remains that Hispanic medievalism, at least up until the end of the last century, has paid much less attention to the analysis of strictly war-related aspects of the expansion process than to the political, socio-economic and cultural consequences resulting from it. Thus, compared to the meagre or non-existent lines of research related to medieval war, academic historiography, which benefited from the theoretical or methodological innovations of the major historiographical currents of the 20 th century, focused its interests on the demographic dynamics that came about as a result of the annexations, the social organisation of the conquered spaces, the changes experienced in the use of the land and ownership systems, the influence on trade networks and activities and on new institutional developments introduced by the conquerors in the cities or territories overtaken from the Muslims.
7. "Many of the peculiar features of Iberian historical development [he asserted in 1977] therefore, are to be explained in the terms of the frontier experience and of the arduousness of an enterprise, the reconquest, which had virtually achieved most of its objectives by the end of the thirteenth century... The existence of a permanent military frontier virtually meant that medieval Spain was a society organised for war". Mackay, Angus. La España de la Edad Media. Desde la frontera hasta el Imperio, 1000 -1500 . Madrid: Cátedra, 1980 : 12 (The original English edition is from 1977). 8. "violent occupation of lands inhabited by Muslim peoples, through military action". Ubieto, Antonio. "Valoración de la reconquista peninsular". Príncipe de Viana, 31/120-121 (1970) Most of the studies that discuss these topics assume that war activity acted as the precursor for the profound transformations that would take place in the annexed area, but, until the 1990s, the action of war itself almost never merited the interest of Hispanic medievalism, which had begun to see a renewal in academic circles in the 1970s and '80s. To loosely paraphrase a well-known British specialist, John Gillingham, it could be said that Spanish historians had been so busy studying what happened once the armies accomplished their goals -issues that, on the other hand, are of unquestionable relevance-that they hardly had the chance to devote themselves to analysing what these armies did while making war to achieve such goals.
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What could be the reason for this obvious lack of interest? As mentioned almost twenty years ago now in certain reflections that will be returned to here, 11 in order to understand why Spanish medievalism avoided this field of study, one must consider certain deep-rooted historiographical, political and sociological prejudices that existed for many years in the Spanish university world. In this regard, perhaps the first thing that can be confirmed is that, since the 19 th century, but especially during the 20 th century, academic historians have approached the study of many facets of war, such as military obligations, urban militias, spoils or the holding of fortresses, to name a few areas of research, in a completely natural way because they considered -not unreasonably-that these subjects were interwoven into the history of institutions, social history, economic history or urban history, as elements that fully belonged within the main lines of work in 20 th century historiography and, thus, were worthy of attention by professional researchers.
However, until the second half of the 1980s, the history of battle forms, or how to wage war, was still considered an issue suited to the military, handled by members of the military with scholarly aspirations for colleagues keen on historical subjects. In fact, university historians viewed such subjects as if, in order to approach them, certain tactical or strategic knowledge only available to professional members of the military was required, or simply as if the way to carry out a certain military operation was of no interest and, thus, they avoided any research of this aspect of reality. Therefore, during the 19 th and 20 th centuries, most of the titles on these topics were published by amateur authors, so it is not surprising to note the evident disassociation of military history from other specialised fields of historical research. Sevilla, 1998: 25-26. 12 . Ladero, Miguel Ángel. "La organización militar de la Corona de Castilla durante los siglos XIV y XV", La incorporación de Granada a la Corona de Castilla, Miguel Ángel Ladero, ed. Granada: Diputación Provincial, 1993: 195; González Jiménez, Manuel; . "Historia política y estructura de poder. Castilla y León", La Historiografía Medieval en España. Un balance historiográfico . Actas de la XXV Semana de Estudios Medievales de Estella (14 al 18 de julio de 1998) . Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 1999: 201-202. Even so, it can be argued that this first observation is insufficient in explaining the lack of interest by professional Spanish historians in this subject. It could be held that in order to comprehend this abdication, another particularly relevant intellectual phenomenon must be considered: i.e., the gradual expansion, in Spanish university circles starting in the sixties, of the two major historiographical currents from the 20 th century, the Annales School and historical materialism. The emphasis that these two approaches placed on economic and social history, along with their evident disdain for political history, managed to further distance the research conducted in Spanish universities from studies on war. After all, in the eyes of the new currents, which were promoting the panorama of Hispanic medievalism with unheard of force, military history was identified with the most antiquated form of positivism, devoted to mere narration of military events that, together with other specific political events and a useless jumble of dates, subsequently constituted the framework for a histoire événementielle, or "history of events", which they forswore. 13 Yet, in addition to historiographical prejudices, in the Spanish case, one might assert that there are also sociological and political prejudices at the heart of this renunciation: as mentioned above, approaches to these subjects came primarily from military spheres which, after the Spanish Civil War, were closely identified with the Franco regime. In turn, National Catholicism systematically resorted to the use of events, individuals and ideas related to the Reconquista as propaganda devices, giving rise to publications written with heroic, grandiose overtones, a sort of military history de tambores y trompetas, to use the term with which American historiography sized it up, 14 which served to further the militaristic, nationalistic, Catholic values of Francoism and saw, in the deeds of Pelayo, El Cid, San Fernando or the Catholic Monarchs, examples from the past worthy of imitation, either for their struggle against foreigners or infidels, or for their defence of a unified homeland. With this background, almost inevitably, the still budding but certainly growing rejection of Spanish university historiography in the sixties and seventies to the Francoist political propositions also extended to a field -that of military history-whose output had been so closely identified with that regime. 15 Evidently, prejudices are longer lasting than the objective circumstances that create them, and therefore it is no surprise that, although institutional Francoism disappeared in the '70s and both ideological militarism and National Catholicism were in decline even prior to that time, the university world's precautions regarding 13. This attitude was not exclusive to Hispanic historiography or medievalism, but rather was part of a much broader current that can be seen in other academic spheres and for any period of history analysed. In this regard, see: Espino, Antonio. "La renovación de las Historia de las Batallas". Revista de Historia Militar, 91 (2001) : 159-174. 14. "drums and trumpets". Borreguero, Cristina. "Nuevas perspectivas para la historia militar: la "New Military History" en Estados Unidos". Hispania, 54/1, 186 (1994): 148-149. 15 . In this sense, the disdain for the history of war in the Hispanic Middle Ages in university circles during the '60s, '70s and '80s as a result of being identified with Francoist militarism ran parallel to that experienced by the concept of the Reconquista. In this regard, see: García Fitz, 16 This productive explosion ran parallel to the development of a solid infrastructure for teaching and research activities, reflected in the proliferation of university centres in general and Medieval History Departments or Knowledge Areas in particular, in the creation of foundations and specialised centres for study and research of medieval topics and in the tremendous growth in the number of specialised journals. All of this, in turn, was directly reflected in "the proliferation, perhaps somewhat disproportionate, of symposia, conferences and national, international and local academic meetings with varying degrees of specialisation in the subject", some of which were circumstantial in nature, others of which were held regularly.
17 However, with respect to the exclusion of studies on military activities in medievalism, not only is the scarcity of publications on this topic coming from academic spheres prior to the '90s 18 deemed to be highly significant, but there are also two other circumstances worth mentioning: firstly, that the only long-standing specialised journal, the Revista de Historia Militar, founded in 1957, answered to -and continues to answer to-the Ministry of Defence, was managed by the military and its collaborators were mainly military professionals -almost 90% of the articles on medieval military history published before 1990 were written by military professionals-; 19 and secondly, that the longest-running and most prolific periodic meeting devoted to these issues, the Jornadas de Historia Militar of the General Castaño Chair in Seville, was, from the outset and up to the present, organised by a 16. "something like 95% of the work on medieval themes published in Spain's entire history"; "from virtually nothing to infinity". García de Cortázar, José Ángel. "Glosa de un balance sobre la historiografía medieval española de los últimos treinta años (I)", La Historiografía Medieval en España. Un balance historiográfico 19. The other main journal with content closely related to the history of warfare, Gladius, specialising in the study of ancient and medieval weapons and military history, which was first published in Spain starting with its second issue, in 1963, under the auspices of the Hoffmeyers, remained virtually disconnected from the Spanish university world until the second half of the eighties, despite the fact that, starting in the mid-sixties, it had institutional ties to the Spanish National Research Council (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas-CSIC). Only after the aforementioned date have certain departments and a limited number of historians discovered not only the value of this publication but also the scientific potential of the Instituto de Estudios sobre Armas Antiguas (Institute of Studies on Ancient Weapons), located in Jaraíz de la Vera (Caceres), which supported it. For the history of the Institute and the journal, see: García Vuelta, Óscar. "El Instituto de Estudios sobre Armas Antiguas (CSIC). Una aproximación a su historia 
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What he said was no doubt true, even though, as he himself noted, a few partial contributions had been made and, while he could not know this, the foundations were already being laid at that time for the panorama to change in relation to this subject.
Certainly, the position of Hispanic medievalism concerning the study of forms of warfare was rather paradoxical: from the 11 th to the 13 th century, the Iberian kingdoms, and quite particularly, that of Castile-Leon, had been responsible for expansion of such a magnitude that it dwarfed that of the rest of the Christian kingdoms in the West over the same period and in other comparable contexts. 21 Of course, Hispanic Historiography had always been aware of the importance of these processes, and for this reason it has paid close attention, at times almost exclusively and to the detriment of other fields, to certain aspects of this military history: meticulous reconstruction of the events and chronology thereof, for example, was the leitmotiv of positivist output for many decades. Likewise, documentary and legal sources had made it possible to approach not only the study of economic resources, social structures, political institutions and the ideological sources that generated them, but also the analysis of the social, economic, population and ideological consequences thereof. However -and this is where the historiographical paradox mentioned above lieson the threshold of the 21 st century, researchers had almost no knowledge about 20. "while there are now two excellent general overviews on the war in the Holy Land [in reference to the works by Raymond Charles Smail and Christopher Marshall], the war on the Peninsula has yet to merit any works endeavouring to cover, in a concise but comprehensive manner, its development, elements and social meaning". Rodríguez García, José Manuel. "Fernando III y sus campañas en el contexto cruzado europeo, 1217-1252", IV Jornadas Nacionales how commanders waged war or how they allocated, moved and distributed their military resources to impose their will upon their adversaries.
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In sum, almost nothing was known about the 'strategies' and 'tactics' that were used in this process, despite the fact that, beyond the interest that such knowledge could have in and of itself, 23 the analysis of an army's way of doing battle provides more than a few clues about aspects of the community waging the war, from the possibilities and limitations of their material resources -logistics and funding methods-to their social or moral values -by applying chivalric ethics, or the study of how defeated enemies were treated-to their institutional resources -for example, those that acted to recruit and organise an army-, the exercise of power -by analysing leadership formulae and channels-, the status of technological development or the formulation of ideological discourses to justify the armed conflict. Perhaps the assertion by Espino, who stated that se podría estudiar dicha sociedad [la que despliega un ejército en un campo de batalla] a todos sus niveles teniendo como punto de partida sus encuentros militares may seem too categorical, but the truth is that a siege, a campaign of destruction or a pitched battle no deja de ser un compendio de las características, cualidades, defectos, virtudes y límites de la sociedad que lo organizó. 
Historiography prior to the nineties
Perhaps the above assertion on how little was known about forms of warfare prior to the nineties is overly categorical and certain clarifications should be made to bring it to fair terms: 25 focusing specifically on the historiography of the kingdoms of Leon and Castile, it must be noted that, both in the past and in the present, traditional 22. While the classic work by Sánchez Albornoz on the army of Asturias and Leon runs up to the 11 th century, it does not address the expansion that began in the second half of that century. Sánchez Albornoz, Claudio. "El ejército y la guerra en el reino asturleonés". Settimane di Studio del Centro Italiano di Studi sull 'alto Medioevo. Ordinamenti militari in Occidente nell'alto Medioevo (Spoleto, 30 marzo-5 aprile 1967) . Spoleto: Fondazione Centro italiano di studi sull 'alto medioevo, 1968: 1-136. 23 . Suffice it to recall here the unusual attention that these subjects have sparked in recent years amongst videogame designers and their wide-ranging audiences or amongst the increasing numbers of historical recreation fans. Regarding the former, see: Jiménez Alcázar, Juan Francisco. "El arte de la guerra medieval: combates digitales y experiencias de juego". Roda da Fortuna, 3/1-1 (2014): 516-546, as well as the more specific collaborations by: Echeverría, Ekaitz. "Abriendo Brecha: La imagen de la guerra de asedio medieval en los videojuegos". Roda da Fortuna, 3/1-1 (2014): 547-563; Testi, Darío. "Medieval Total War II: veicolo della conoscenza dell'Arte della Guerra nelle nuove generazioni". Roda da Fortuna, 3/1-1 (2014): 564-589; Negro, Adrián Elías. "Representaciones de la guerra en la actualidad: el caso de Age of Empires II y su campaña del Cid". Roda da Fortuna, 3/1-1 (2014): 590-610. 24. "this society [which deploys an army on a battlefield] could be studied at every level, using its military encounters as the starting point"; "is indeed a summary of the characteristics, qualities, defects, virtues and limitations of the society that organised it". Espino, Antonio. "La renovación de las Historia de las Batallas...": 171. 25. The list of titles that appears in the following notes does not aim to be comprehensive. Due to space restrictions, a selection of works has been made, but these are by no means all the works published on these subjects in recent years. Furthermore, although every effort has been made to be meticulous in the positivist historiography, as well as a good number of contributions recently made and supported by more up-to-date historiographical criteria, have made tremendous efforts to narrate the facts and sequence of the conflicts, taking the succession of military events as the common theme. In this regard, the biographies of some of the main monarchs of Castile-Leon are worth recalling, which often address these issues in detail, sometimes even monographic in nature, not to mention other more general works in which the description of these expansion processes represents the main plot.
Furthermore, studies on medieval Castilian weaponry benefited early on from the work done by Mr and Mrs Hoffmeyer at the Instituto de Estudios sobre Armas Antiguas: in 1972 and 1982, Ada Bruhn de Hoffmeyer herself published two important monographs on weapons and armour in medieval Spain 26 and her proposal soon had repercussions in Hispanic medievalism, as regards both Catalonia, 27 and the territory at hand here, Castile-Leon, to which Álvaro Soler del Campo made an essential contribution in 1990 with his thesis on La evolución del armamento medieval en el reino castellano-leonés y al-Andalus (siglos XII-XIV).
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Likewise, prior to the early 1990s, monographic works had been published on some specific campaigns, especially those in which Alfonso VII and Ferdinand III were involved, as two monarchs with long and intense military careers, which also enjoy the luxury of having well informed and relatively detailed contemporary sources. 29 Similarly, the existence of a relevant number of studies from before the nineties, as mentioned above, must be highlighted in relation to certain military operations that had particular repercussions on the balance of the war between Castile-Leon and the Muslims, such as the case of sieges of important Muslim cities: that of Toledo in 1085, those of Jaen and Seville in the middle years of the 13 th century and 30 In most cases, however, the interest is not focused on the analysis of siege tactics and techniques so much as on the reconstruction of the sequence of events.
But above all, the studies on certain operations and on the practice of war had placed the emphasis on the major battles that mark the conflict between CastileLeon and the North African empires -Almoravids and Almohads-that had gained control over Al-Andalus between the 11 th and 13 th centuries. Thus, the series of pitched battles that took place during these centuries -Zalaca (1086), Uclés (1108), Alarcos (1195), Las Navas de Tolosa (1212) Militar, 22 (1978) : 7-43. For Tarifa: Gaibrois, Mercedes. "Tarifa y la política de Sancho IV de Castilla". Boletín de la Real Academia de la Historia, 74 (1919): 418-436, 521-529; 75 (1919): 349-355; 76 (1920): 53-57, 123-160, 420-449; 77 (1920): 192-215 number of pages to the main clashes on the open battlefield -Zalaca, Alarcos, Las Navas de Tolosa-but decided to overlook an analysis of the conquest of Andalusia by Ferdinand III, expressly citing the fact that this was a war of sieges rather than battles to justify his disinterest. 33 Hispanic historiography was not far removed from these assumptions and thus, here too, battles were considered the fundamental benchmarks of the Spanish military experience. In sum, from the perspective of war, the Castilian-Leonese Reconquista, defined as a territorial expansion process, was substantially reduced to a series of pitched battles. 34 However, in order to properly assess the situation of studies on high medieval war in Hispanic medievalism, the limited repercussions it has in academic life is at least as significant -or perhaps even more so-as the small number of contributions or the clear bias toward the analysis of pitched battles. A brief review of the bibliography cited in the main summary works or university texts on Medieval History in Spain published during the seventies, eighties and even the early nineties is sufficient to discern that just two or three titles are devoted to these subjects, which could well be an evident sign not only of the shortage thereof but also of the limited repercussions they have on university historiography. Significantly, the only work often repeated is the aforementioned book by Huici on the major battles of the Reconquista, which, in practice, at least until the early 1990s, became almost exclusively the sole academic reference of university textbooks for subjects related to military tactics. This in turn shows how strongly rooted the image of the pitched battle as synonymous with medieval war still was at that time.
Historiographical renewal starting in the nineties
The impact of French and English-speaking historiography
Not until the late '80s did specialists' interest slowly awaken in discovering in greater detail the strategic and tactical approaches of the monarchs and armies of Castile and Leon in their conflict against Islam during the high Middle Ages. 35 In Above all, however, this historiographical renewal 37 is greatly indebted to the extraordinary current on this subject that was developed in the English-speaking world throughout the second half of the 20 th century: six decades ago now, studies on the way of waging war took a qualitative leap in British historiography and managed to become fully integrated into the horizon of university medievalism. The now classic, acclaimed work by Raymond Charles Smail on war during the Crusades in the 11 th and 12 th centuries was the driving force behind this leap and it was also the work that had the earliest impact on Spanish output interested in the analysis of combat: perhaps Eslava, in the late seventies, was the first to confirm that some of Smail's assertions were highly useful in understanding the tactical behaviour of the troops that clashed at Las Navas de Tolosa, yet it was in the mideighties when it started to become clear in Spain that the great British specialist had provided, besides some very significant specific data, an authentic explanatory model that could feasibly be applied to the study of the military experience on the Iberian Peninsula. This was confirmed when the war advice given by Don Juan Manuel in his works was approached from this new perspective.
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On the tails of Smail's work, there followed quite a productive line of research that continued to develop his methodological proposals over the following decades, although especially starting from the late eighties and early nineties. France, 1980 . They all began to circulate quite early in Spain, and certainly before the editions came out in Spanish. 37. The idea that studies on medieval Hispanic war experienced a profound renewal starting in the 1990s has been pointed out on several occasions by specialists who have had the opportunity to reflect on recent trends concerning these studies. Sometimes, the concept of 'new military history' has even been used to define the historiographical output on these subjects that developed in Spain starting from said period. directly or indirectly followed in their wake, opening up a specific field of research within English-speaking medievalism and establishing analysis models that, it must be insisted, proved to be perfectly applicable to Hispanic scenarios.
While the works overall by these authors and others that began to publish their own shortly afterwards have had a considerable influence on specialised Hispanic historiography, the fact is that some of them in particular were received at the time with decisive impact on Spanish medievalists who, while still few in number, had begun to show growing interest in these issues since the mid-eighties and had been working in these lines of research. In this regard, it is definitely worth highlighting at least four important contributions that served as models and stimuli for the study of the Iberian case: firstly, the monograph published in 1992 by Christopher Marshall on the war in the Latin East during the 13 th century, a chronological continuation of the work by Raymond Charles Smail, which provided a splendid example of what could and should be done when studying the military experience on the western frontiers of Christianity; secondly, the three masterful articles by John Gillingham -on Richard the Lionheart, William the Bastard and William Marshal-which Matthew Strickland wisely selected and published jointly in his Anglo-Norman Warfare, also published in 1992, works that, with the passing of time, would constitute what would end up being known as 'the Gillingham paradigm'; thirdly, the analysis by John France of the roots of the victory of the Crusades in the East, published two years later, whose explanations transcend the Eastern realm and could be transferred to the West; and finally, the study that Stephen Morillo devoted to war in the Anglo-Saxon world, also published in 1994. 
Pitched battles: the inevitable attraction of extraordinary events
These texts have, without a doubt, been decisive in the renewal that, as mentioned before, took place in Hispanic historiography on these subjects in the field of the kingdom of Castile and Leon between the 11 th and 13 th centuries. However, within the framework of this transformation, perhaps the first thing that draws one's attention is that the studies about certain major confrontations on the open battlefield have remained in the spotlight of specialised Spanish output, but now the forms of analysis and perspectives of study that were created in connection with more recent and innovative trends in English-speaking and French historiography, have made it possible to move beyond mere narration of the events to embark on detailed research of the components of armies, the strategic role of battles in the general context of territorial expansion, tactical formations, movements of troops or the mentalities and ideologies of the protagonists and the authors that reported their acts and words. In this regard, the series of scientific meetings held in 1995 on the occasion of the centennial of the battle of Alarcos helped give a new boost to the specific study of this clash and the overall circumstances surrounding it, spotlighting certain sources that had almost never been used before in this type of study, such as archaeology, and giving way to a new means of approaching the phenomenon. 40 However, perhaps the pitched battle that has most benefited from this renewed interest in analysing the military experience is that of Las Navas de Tolosa. Certainly, the works by Martín Alvira Cabrer, published during the mid-nineties as forerunners to his PhD Thesis, defended in 2000, marked a turning point in the knowledge that researchers now have of the battle and opened up new horizons for historical research applied to the study of war, placing special emphasis on the universe of the war mentality and ideology within the setting of a major head-on clash on the open battlefield, based on the interpretation models proposed by Georges Duby.
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The wealth of sources related to this battle and the numerous options for study they afford have prompted the creation of several monographs in addition to the previous ones, from other viewpoints more closely related to logistics, weaponry, tactics or the organisation of opposing armies, in some cases endeavouring to offer the necessary contextualisation so that each of the elements, factors and specific circumstances involved in the battle can more easily be placed in the perspective of general modes of waging war in the medieval West. 42 This list of works, which alone is already quite long in number and analysis perspectives, was enhanced as a result of the commemorative celebrations held throughout 2012 to mark the eighth centennial of Las Navas de Tolosa, although most of the contributions did not focus on analysing tactics or battle forms. On the one hand, several national and international scientific meetings were held on the occasion of the event that helped broaden the knowledge not only of the battle, but also of the critical moment in history in which it took place, which would represent a milestone within the Iberian context, as well as in Europe and the Maghreb. 44 On the other, the commemoration of the battle not only spurred the publication of several summary and dissemination works 45 and the re-publication of several titles, some of which, like that of Huici, authentic essential classics on the subject, despite the years that had elapsed since its first edition, 46 but a number of journals also devoted sections or entire issues to the topic. 47 Finally, but perhaps most significantly as regards our knowledge about Las Navas de Tolosa, the commemoration of the battle coincided with the publication of the most important monograph devoted to this pitched battle in recent decades, authored by Martín Alvira Cabrer.
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While it may seem, due to the quantity and quality of the work on pitched battles published in the last two decades, 49 that these continue to be the mainstay of war activities, the fact is that, paradoxically, what some of these studies have pointed out and most authors acknowledge by now, such events were exceptional within the war panorama, even though their impact on contemporaries and on the memories created by their occurrence was truly extraordinary. Indeed, what the most recent works have revealed is that medieval war, especially when it had an impact on control over territory -as in the paradigmatic case of the expansion of Christian peninsular kingdoms at the expense of Islam-was geared primarily toward domination of the strongholds that organised the space -castles, walled cities, etc.-and thus, the furtherance of studies not only on sieges, but also on the military functioning of fortresses, comes as no surprise.
Once again, the output after the decade of the nineties returned to specific examination of sieges of large cities that had been studied in previous decades. This time, however, the proposals are not limited to linear narration of the facts, but rather go into a full analysis of these events from comparative viewpoints, placing the blockades into the general context of the ways of waging war and leading 47. This is the case of: Fernández de Córdova, Álvaro, ed. "Cristianismo e Islam en el siglo de las Navas de Tolosa (1212) (1094) . Saragossa: Instituto de Estudios Islámicos y del Próximo Oriente, 2005, must also be mentioned, and it must also be recalled that the study of the battle of Las Navas and its circumstances has not ceased to raise interest and generate new proposals for interpretation since the commemoration in 2012. Thus, for example: Peinado, Rafael. "El pastor de Las Navas o trampa ideológica de una imagen de cruzada", La literatura no ha existido siempre. Para Juan Carlos Rodríguez, teoría, historia, invención, Miguel Ángel García, Ángela Olalla, Andrés Soria, coords. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 2015: 439-453. 50. García Fitz, Francisco. "La batalla de Las Navas de Tolosa: el impacto de un acontecimiento extraordinario", Las Navas de Tolosa. 1212 Tolosa. -2012 . Miradas Cruzadas, Patrice Cressier, Vicente Salvatierra, eds. Jaen: Publicaciones de la Universidad de Jaén, 2014: 11-36. campaigns, and from other angles scarcely contemplated in previous historiography, such as logistics, receiving supplies, funding, technology or tactical movements.
In certain cases, thanks to the wealth of sources, it has been possible to analyse in detail and flesh out actual models for action: for the Castilian-Leonese crown, the siege of Seville in 1248 represents a case that has made it possible to approach and contemplate, as if from a watchtower, the ways of setting up the blockades, battle systems and techniques, weaponry and assault technology or the composition and size of a central medieval army organised to face the enormous challenge of conquering a large city. The celebration of the 750 th anniversary of its annexation in 1998 was a perfect excuse to delve deeper into a military phenomenon of tremendous historical relevance. 51 For their uniqueness, the assault machines and techniques used in the major blockades have been the subject of specific studies focusing not only on description, typology and operation thereof, but also on how they were deployed during a blockade, analysing their effectiveness and assessing their usefulness. 52 Moreover, works have also started to appear that offer comprehensive views of the siege war on the Iberian Peninsula and that go beyond specific cases to endeavour to analyse this type of operation within broader time or space frameworks which at any rate cover the subject of Castile-Leon. For example, for the 12 th century, Randall Rogers proposed a wide-ranging contextualisation of the major Hispanic blockades within the general panorama in the Mediterranean world, which makes it possible to put the conquests of Majorca, Saragossa, Lisbon, Almeria or Tortosa into proper perspective. 53 The armed conflict between Christians and Muslims, its strong territorial nature and as a struggle for control over space and the focus on strongholds in the development of the confrontations required taking a new look at these geopolitical areas in which the clash was more obvious and everyday, in other words, at the border between the two worlds. It is evident that in these areas the forms of conflict were strongly affected by the great degree of fortification of the territory. Thus, in recent years, specialists have addressed two intertwined realities: firstly, the analysis Magreb (500-1500) (Palmela, 3-8 abril 2000 ), Isabel Cristina Ferreira Fernandes, coord. Lisbon: Colibrí, 2002 ; Valera, Enrique. La fortaleza medieval: simbolismo y poder en la Edad Media. Avila: Junta de Castilla y León, 2002: 79-158 . Relating to the functions of frontier fortresses controlled by military orders and the role of these institutions in frontier contexts, in particular, see: Ayala, Carlos de. "Las fortalezas castellanas de la Orden de Calatrava en el siglo XII". En la España Medieval, 16 (1993): 9-35; . "Las órdenes militares castellano-leonesas y la acción de frontera en el siglo XIII", Identidad y representación de la frontera en la España medieval (siglos XI-XIV) Magreb (500-1500) (Palmela, 3-8 abril 2000 ), Isabel Cristina Ferreira Fernandes, coord. Lisbon: Colibrí, 2002 castral systems, networks or structures. While the presence of wide-ranging types of relationships between many of the strongholds erected within a single frontier space is unquestionable, an extensive debate has developed concerning the way in which the existence of such connections may have determined the war activities of the different frontier garrisons. Often, the idea that the frontier fortress networks could have operated as authentic defensive lines or systems designed to prevent, stop or block invasions has been hinted at in a good number of works devoted to these subjects, although such complex action as coordinated activity of this kind seems incompatible with the human resources normally available to frontier fortresses and with the ways of making and understanding war during this period. 55 Battle In the MedIeval IBerIan PenInSula: 11 th to 13 th century caStIle-leon
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Studies of the great political and military expansion processes carried out by Western European society during the Middle Ages have made it clear that, with a few highly extraordinary exceptions, the great territorial conquests were the outcome of a successful strategy of annexation and storming of strongholds, as occurred in the Holy Land, for example. On the Iberian Peninsula, things were no different, as demonstrated in the aforementioned works referring to the great sieges of walled cities, or certain ones that studied in detail other, simpler, ways of conquest based on speed, working at night and acting by surprise which, as a general rule, was only successful for taking small fortifications. 56 However, while these operations are attention-grabbing, the fact remains that in the Holy Land and on the Peninsula, the ultimate fate of a siege -especially when it affected main urban centres whose annexation was decisive to the conquest of entire regions-was dependent to a great extent upon the degree of efficacy with which a long previous phase of systematic destruction of the surrounding area was carried out, based on smaller-scale raids that gradually weakened the enemy's economic, military and moral resources over months or years.
Precisely for this reason, one type of operation that had been ignored or disregarded in traditional historiography -cavalry raids, razzia or algazúa raids, for examplethe immediate goal of which was often nothing more than looting, capturing some men, burning crops and devastating small farming villages, has in recent years become a subject of study in its own right. Proof has been found that in frontier regions this was the common way of waging war and the necessary mechanism for bringing about future annexations, and therefore these operations have now begun to be considered an integral part of the armed conflict and expansion strategies. Moreover, in addition to the study of certain war operations, the sources have made it possible to reconstruct and analyse the war-related careers of certain monarchs 58 and the military careers of some specific individuals such as Rodrigo Díaz, El Cid, spotlighting not only the common ways and means of war used by frontier men, but also the way in which the entire frontier society approached this armed struggle against the enemy. This case is unique in that no other historical Castilian-Leonese figure has been fortunate enough to have such a wide range of sources -including his own chronicle and an epic poem-for the study of his military career. 59 For obvious geographical reasons, the wars that took place in the kingdoms of Castile and Leon occurred primarily on land and therefore, except for the odd outstanding episode -i.e., the naval policy of Diego Gelmírez-, it would not be until the middle of the 13 th century that a navy was created and that naval operations-recall the siege of Seville in 1248, and starting in the '90s of the 13 th century, the development of the Guerra del Estrecho -would take on a relevant role in the panorama of war.
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This review of studies concerning military practices would not be complete without mentioning one aspect directly related to them, which has received the attention of specialists in recent years: namely, the treatment of enemies once they are defeated. From surrender or accord to captivity and exile to indiscriminate massacre, the analysis of these consequences of armed conflicts lay before us certain customs that are sometimes considered the 'law of war' and occasionally represent the pragmatic execution of the fighters' values, prejudices, fanaticism or political or economic calculations. 
Comprehensive views and comparative studies
The progressive development of the work done on medieval war and, in particular, on the ways of practising armed confrontation with the enemy led to the creation, in the mid-'90s, of a comprehensive work that offers an overall analysis of the way in which, from tactical and strategic perspectives, the territorial expansion of the kingdom of Castile-Leon took place during the central centuries of the Middle Ages, covering sieges and battles as well as raids and the war of attrition. 62 However, by the late '90s and the early years of the 21 st century, the need was felt to offer an all-encompassing view of these subjects, which not only spanned the entire medieval history of Castile-Leon chronologically but also covered all the Christian kingdoms of the peninsula geopolitically. This meant taking the Hispanic realm as a single backdrop for the study of ways of waging war and of the Western frontier between Christianity and Islam, duly extended so that it also covered the precedents from the Visigoth period. To a certain extent, this was a return to the path set out in the late '70s by Derek Lomax, 63 this time applying the new approaches that were prominent twenty years later in the historiography on medieval war.
Precisely along these lines, two interesting contributions came from Italian medievalism by Alessandro Vanoli, 64 although it was Joseph O'Callaghan, with his publication between 2003 and 2014 of a monumental trilogy centring on the analysis of the conflict between Christians and Muslims in medieval Spain, who decisively contributed to this task. 65 This is compounded by the publication in 2010, under the patronage of the Spanish Royal Academy of History and the Spanish Military History Commission, of the second volume of the Historia Militar de España, devoted to the Middle Ages, which Miguel Ángel Ladero Quesada was in charge of coordinating. 66 There is also an interesting cartographical contribution to the general process of the war against Islam on the Peninsula and the subsequent territorial expansion of the Christian kingdoms. 67 Based on what is now known, it has even been possible to create an initial comparative study of the military experience on the two frontiers of Western Christianity against Islam -on the Iberian Peninsula and in the Holy Land-to highlight the common patterns and evident differences that arise in the conquest on Battle In the MedIeval IBerIan PenInSula: 11 th to 13 th century caStIle-leon 49 one side and the other of the Mediterranean. 68 At the same time, more specifically, the tactical models of the military orders employed in these two settings have also been analysed in a comparative manner. 
Politics as the continuation of war
At any rate, one thing that has been learned and therefore analysed in detail within this field of study is that unfriendly confrontation between kingdoms or societies was not merely a matter of war. On certain occasions, to paraphrase the well-known statement by Clausewitz which asserts that war is the continuation of politics by other means, it has been indicated that, in some contexts and certainly when dealing with the medieval Peninsula, politics are a continuation of war by other means. Thus, politics becomes a unique form of confrontation, sometimes an alternative and other times a supplement to physical combat.
Of course, forceful imposition of one party's will on the will of another is usually taken as a military challenge, but it was not unusual for politics to be used as one of a series of resources for weakening or destabilising the enemy, such that, while subjugation was not a direct result of the game of political or diplomatic relations, such relations at least contributed decisively to the ultimate defeat or conquest.
Therefore, politics is just another strategic tool in that it is used to wear down the enemy, deepening internal divisions, negotiating with dissident groups arising in the opposition, exploiting their weaknesses and permanently impoverishing the adversary by imposing agreements that involve onerous tax demands, justified as the necessary compensation for ending hostilities, for not starting them or in consideration for alleged protection against third parties.
In the middle or long term, the political exchange, taken as a strategic instrument, ends up generating tensions between rulers and subjects, breaking down social cohesion for the opposition, exhausting its possibilities of resistance and, in sum, facilitating the implementation of territorial annexation schemes. Of course, these political or diplomatic operations usually seem to be combined with the use of military force, wielded either as simple threats or a means of coercion or used as an element of direct pressure to reach profitable agreements from a political, territorial or financial viewpoint, for which reason the border between politics strictly speaking and completely war-related action is sometimes blurred to the point of disappearance. The Castilian-Leonese experience is proof of this. 
To conclude: achievements, shortcomings, limitations and risks
In view of what has been explained above, it cannot be denied that in the last twenty years considerable progress has been made in the study of warfare in the kingdoms of Castile and Leon during the High Middle Ages. However, it must be noted that this progress still has certain shortcomings that must be remedied with new studies. There is relatively detailed knowledge of the war customs and practices that were characteristic of the confrontations between Christians and Muslims, but this fact contrasts with the limited or non-existent attention paid to such customs and practices in the course of clashes between Christian kingdoms or within the kingdoms themselves, such as dynastic disputes or clashes between monarchies and the nobility, for example. From a war viewpoint, this field still awaits new contributions. 71 Comparative studies with a broader scope and dimension are also urgently needed in order to establish differences and points in common with other geohistorical fields in the same period.
Despite these shortcomings, one must recognise that the progress made has been considerable. Just a little over twenty years ago, medieval military history in Spain was a topic for members of the military and was restricted to battle history. Today, it is fully part of academic medievalism, there is an internationally known bibliography that is essential reference material 72 -although efforts to internationalise what it is already known on the Hispanic war experience are still needed-, PhD theses have to sponsor scientific meetings, joint publications and other activities. Notably, this includes the creation of a specialised online journal -e-Strategica. Journal of the Iberian Association of Military th centuries)-, the first issue of which will be published in 2016. 79 As Emilio Mitre recently pointed out, with his long-running experience in the subject, when one sees how many proposals there are, it gives the impression that medieval war has become quite fashionable for historiography, just as the study of social conflicts, religious dissidence and death once were. Yet this case is unique in that, just three decades ago, it was una especie de tema maldito in Hispanic academic medievalism.
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It is clear, then, that the era in which the study of war was little more than a marginal phenomenon within a setting marked, precisely, by war, in which those who devoted themselves to this subject were viewed with certain mistrust by many colleagues, seems to have come to an end. The work done over the last three decades has not only made it possible to firmly place, or normalise, as it were, the military aspect of history within the field of academic medievalism, but this has also been done in connection with English-speaking and French historiography, which had been setting the pattern for this type of study. The case of Castile-Leon in the High Middle Ages is just one example of the profound historiographical renewal experienced in this field in recent times, but it would not be misleading to assert that specialised Spanish historiography, in relation to the experience of war in the other medieval Iberian kingdoms and other medieval periods, has also experienced a similar evolution.
However, this presentation must not end by giving the impression of acritical complacency: this field of study remains absent in some, but not all, 81 states of the art devoted to presenting the main trends in Hispanic medievalism, 82 which is a sign that its presence must yet be extended and influence gained in the panorama of academic medievalism. This can only be accomplished through rigour and by proving that the history of war, the history of the ways of waging war, is not only not unrelated -in content or in methodology-to historical research, but rather, it represents a watchtower from which to gain perspective on some of the most decisive historical features of medieval societies.
Yet in order to do this, it is essential that the study of combat must not become an isolated facet of analysis on war. Instead, it must be able to coherently and convincingly create ties to other aspects of military activity -leadership, military organisation, logistics, weaponry, justification, and so on-and, above all, to the main lines of historical dynamics, in other words, the exercise of power, possibilities and limitations of economic production, means of hierarchical and legal organisation of society, the status of technology and ideological developments, to name a few. The historiographical challenge is difficult and complex, but some of the works cited herein have soundly risen to the challenge. Even so, it is advisable to never forget that the ultimate goal of any academic research on these subjects should be to endeavour to contribute, from the perspective of war, to general historical knowledge and to avoid, at all cost, the risk of isolation, marginalism or even 'freakiness'.
